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The design of a complex instrument such as Einstein Telescope (ET) is based on a target sensitivity
derived from an elaborate case for scientific exploration. At the same time it incorporates many
trade-off decisions to maximise the scientific value by balancing the performance of the various
subsystems against the cost of the installation and operation. In this paper we discuss the impact of
a long signal recycling cavity (SRC) on the quantum noise performance. We show the reduction in
sensitivity due to a long SRC for an ET high-frequency interferometer, provide details on possible
compensations schemes and suggest a reduction of the SRC length. We also recall details of the
trade-off between the length and optical losses for filter cavities, and show the strict requirements
for an ET low-frequency interferometer. Finally, we present an alternative filter cavity design for
an ET low-frequency interferometer making use of a coupled cavity, and discuss the advantages of
the design in this context.

I. INTRODUCTION

Current gravitational wave detectors, such as
aLIGO [1] and Advanced Virgo [2], and plans for fu-
ture detectors, such as Einstein Telescope (ET) [3–5],
make use of a dual-recycled Michelson interferometer de-
sign with arm cavities, as shown in Figure 1. There
are a few key additions over a simple Michelson inter-
ferometer, namely the power recycling mirror (PRM),
the arm cavities, and the signal recycling mirror (SRM).
The PRM acts to increase the effective input laser power;
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FIG. 1. Simplified interferometer design considered in this
paper, with parameters shown for ET-HF. The signal recy-
cling cavity length Lsrc is the total distance between the signal
recycling mirror (SRM) and the input test mass (ITM). The
squeezer is a frequency-independent squeezed vacuum source.
ET makes use of a balanced homodyne detection scheme,
comprised of two photodiodes and a local oscillator (LO). For
ET-LF the only addition is an extra filter cavity.

the arm cavities increase the effective length of the arms;
and the SRM reflects signal light back into the arms,
providing a way to alter the bandwidth and peak sen-
sitivity of the interferometer. Current detectors also
make use of frequency-independent squeezing to increase
quantum-noise limited sensitivity [6–8]. Future detectors
will include frequency-dependent squeezing to improve
quantum-noise limited sensitivity, which necessitates the
addition of one or more filter cavities [9]. In addition, ET
features a xylophone design, where two partially overlap-
ping frequency ranges are investigated by different inter-
ferometer setups in the same location [10]. ET-HF oper-
ates in a tuned, broadband mode at high frequencies of
10–104 Hz, and ET-LF in a detuned, narrow-band mode
at low frequencies of 1–250 Hz.

A fundamental property of interferometers is the trade-
off between bandwidth and peak sensitivity, known as
the Mizuno Limit [11]. The finite bandwidth of the arm
cavities arises due to the gravitational wave signal light
gaining extra phase with increasing frequency (phase dis-
persion), and eventually no longer resonating. This is a
property of all cavities, including the signal recycling cav-
ity (SRC). Up until now, the length of the SRC has been
largely ignored, as it is often negligible compared to the
length of the arms (∼ 55 m in aLIGO, compared to 4 km
arm cavities). This allowed us to treat the response of
the SRC as practically instantaneous relative to the arms,
and thus the whole ITM-SRM system can be thought of
as a single compound mirror. For future detectors, es-
pecially ET, this may no longer be the case; the initial
proposed SRC length is 300 m [5]. We therefore need
to understand the consequences of a non-negligible SRC
length on detector design.

Another variable worth investigating is the length of
the filter cavities in ET. Whereas the ET design study
assumed 10 km long filter cavities, in more recent dis-
cussions a reduction of this length to 1 km for ET-LF
and 300 m for ET-HF is being considered. As the perfor-
mance of filter cavities is determined solely by their loss
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per unit length [9, 12], it is necessary to understand how
this reduction in length would affect the quantum-noise
limited sensitivity of ET.

II. SIGNAL RECYCLING CAVITY LENGTH

There are a few motivating factors for an increased
SRC length in ET compared to that of current detectors.
In the arm cavities, a relatively large beam radius is re-
quired in order to reduce coating thermal noise [13]. This
is especially important for ET-HF, which is almost en-
tirely limited by coating thermal noise around 40–200 Hz.
At the central beamsplitter, however, a small beam ra-
dius is desirable; it would allow smaller optics and better
control of scattered light in the central interferometer.
In order to achieve such a change in the beam sizes, a
lens or telescope must be placed between the ITMs and
the beamsplitter. A short distance between the ITMs
and beamsplitter, and hence a short SRC, would require
stronger focusing elements with more stringent optics re-
quirements to avoid introducing aberrations and noise.
Another factor leading to a long SRC is the use of cryo-
genic mirrors in ET-LF. To achieve sufficient cooling of
the ITMs, cryoshields along the vacuum tubes are re-
quired to reduce the solid angle under which the cold
ITMs are exposed to room temperature parts of the in-
strument. The lengths of the cryoshields (several tens of
meters) also add to the SRC length.

Previous models used throughout the collaboration,
and in the ET Design Study [5], assumed that the SRC
length can be neglected. This is no longer valid. We
therefore need to model and understand what effects SRC
length has on the sensitivity of ET, and how to choose op-
timal SRC parameters for a given length. Figure 2 shows
the effects of different SRC lengths on the quantum noise
performance of the example ET-HF setup from Figure 1,
compared to that given in the ET design (ET-D). All
modelling throughout this paper was performed using the
frequency-domain modelling software Finesse [14, 15].
It should be noted that our investigations do not yet in-
clude the effects of higher-order modes and beam shapes.
These effects should be studied further in the future, as
changing the length of the SRC impacts the detector de-
sign in other ways as well, for example, with respect to
avoiding higher-order mode resonances and parametric
instabilities [16].

From Figure 2, we see that increasing the SRC length
Lsrc leads mostly to a change in the gradient of the quan-
tum noise performance at high frequencies, with a small
increase in sensitivity at certain other frequencies. This
arises due to a change in the coupled cavity dynamics of
the interferometer, and to understand how to compensate
for it, we must first understand exactly why this effect
occurs.
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FIG. 2. Effect of increasing Lsrc on ET-HF, without changing
other interferometer parameters. For the value Lsrc = 300 m
proposed in the ET Design Study [5], quantum noise deviates
from the design curve significantly above 2 kHz, reaching a
factor of 2 increase at ∼ 7.5 kHz.

A. The SRC-Arm System as a Coupled Cavity

For Lsrc � Larm, where Larm is the interferometer
arm length, we can treat the SRM-ITM system as a kind
of compound mirror, the only effect of which is to alter
the output from the arm cavities. This is described in
Buonanno & Chen [17], which for the tuned SRM case
gives the half-bandwidth of the SRC-arm system as

γ0 =
1 + rsrm

1− rsrm
γarm, (1)

where rsrm is the amplitude reflectivity of the SRM, and
γarm = cTitm/4Larm is the half-bandwidth of the arm
cavity, with Titm the power transmissivity of the ITMs.
When the SRC is comparable in length to the arm cav-
ities, complicated coupled cavity effects come into play.
We should therefore have a brief look at the basic prop-
erties of coupled cavities before proceeding.

The distinguishing feature of a coupled cavity is the
presence of a split resonance. A single cavity exhibits
an infinite number of equally spaced resonances, where
the frequency difference between consecutive resonances
is known as the free spectral range (FSR). A coupled cav-
ity consists of two cavities, each with their own FSR, and
will exhibit resonance peaks whenever a field is resonant
in either of these cavities. For a field that is resonant in
both cavities (i.e. every common multiple of both FSRs),
a split resonance can occur, where two closely-spaced res-
onance peaks are observed instead of one. In the case
where the two cavities have the same length, a deriva-
tion of the frequency difference between the two peaks is
given by Thüring, Lück and Danzmann [18]. If we then
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SRM ITM ETM

FIG. 3. Simplified ET coupled cavity setup. Each of the
En are the full field at that point, including all frequencies.
Here we are interested only in observing how the value of Lsrc

affects the shape (not absolute value) of the strain-output
transfer function of the interferometer, in a numerical simula-
tion. In this model the only purpose of the laser is to provide
power in the arm cavity, so it can be placed at either end of
the setup.
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FIG. 4. Effect of SRC length on the strain-output transfer
function for the simplified ET-HF setup shown in Figure 3,
normalised to Lsrc = 1 m at 0 Hz. As Lsrc increases, ωs grows
in relation to γs until they are comparable in size and the
split resonance becomes visible.

assume that Titm � 1, Martynov et al. [19] provides for-
mulas for the frequency difference between the two peaks
ωs, and the bandwidth of each peak γs:

ωs =
c
√
Titm

2
√
LsrcLarm

, γs =
cTsrm

4Lsrc
, (2)

where Tsrm is the power transmissivity of the SRM.
For sample ET-HF parameters of Tsrm = 0.1, Titm =

0.007, Lsrc = 100 m & Larm = 10 km, we obtain γs =
12 kHz, ωs = 2 kHz. As the bandwidth of the peaks is
much greater than the separation, they are indistinguish-
able, and the whole system has a single resonance peak
per FSR. However, as Lsrc increases, γs decreases faster
than ωs, and the two peaks become more resolved. For
the simplified setup in Figure 3, the effects of increasing
Lsrc are shown in Figure 4.

It should be noted that Equations (1) and (2) are only
correct in their relevant extremes. In reality, interferome-
ters operate somewhere between the two, where although

calculating the response of the setup in Figure 3 is sim-
ple, there is no analytical solution for the bandwidth of
the one or two peaks present. However, Equations (1)
and (2) are useful as a starting point for investigating
the behaviour of a long SRC with numerical simulations.

It should now be clear why we see a decrease in sen-
sitivity at high frequency for longer SRC lengths in Fig-
ure 2, as increasing Lsrc reduces the bandwidth of the
coupled cavity resonance and decreases the magnitude of
the frequency-splitting. To combat this, we can restore
ωs & γs to their original values, or as close as possi-
ble. For a change in SRC length from Lsrc to L′

src, we
should therefore increase Tsrm & Titm by the same ratio
L′

src/Lsrc. By increasing Titm, however, we change both
the finesse of the arm cavities, and the gain of the power
recycling cavity (PRC). This reduces the circulating arm
power, and also redistributes power in the interferometer
from the arm cavities to the PRC. If we then increase in-
put power to restore the arm cavity circulating power, we
can recover the original quantum noise sensitivity curve
with a larger Lsrc, at the cost of increased power incident
on the central beamsplitter and transmitted through the
ITMs. This is undesirable as absorbed laser power causes
thermal distortion of the optics, creating a thermal lens
which can lead to mode mismatches and losses. Com-
pensation for different values of Lsrc, along with power
incident on the beamsplitter, is shown in Figure 5. A
good compromise for ET-HF, including the beam expan-
sion telescope, can be achieved with Lsrc of around 100 m.
Figure 6 shows how the quantum noise at high frequen-
cies scales with power incident on the central beamsplit-
ter for this length.

So far we have only discussed the effect of increasing
Lsrc on ET-HF. This is because, for any practical value
of Lsrc . 1 km, the effect on the frequency range of in-
terest for ET-LF (up to ≈ 30 Hz) is negligible; this is
shown explicitly in Figure 7. Figure 4 provides the ex-
planation for this behaviour. For a 1 km SRC, we have
γs = 1.2 kHz, ωs = 631 Hz—the split resonances are still
too wide to be individually resolved, and the splitting fre-
quency is much greater than the top end of the frequency
range of interest.

III. OPTIMISED FILTER CAVITIES FOR ET

In order to produce frequency-dependent squeezing to
improve the quantum-noise limited sensitivity of ET,
frequency-independent squeezed light is reflected from
one or more filter cavities. This induces a frequency-
dependent phase shift in the reflected light. The ET
Design Study [5] considered 10 km long filter cavities.
Shorter filter cavities are under consideration as a cost
saving change to the design, as the vacuum and tunnel in-
frastructure are one of the main costs of the future obser-
vatory. Significantly shortened filter cavities would allow
a simplification of the infrastructure design—example
lengths being considered are a reduction from 10 km
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Lsrc [m] PBS [kW] Pin [W] Titm [%] Tsrm [%]

30 10 504 0.70 10.0
100 25 614 1.68 21.9
300 71 1141 4.62 50.2

1000 196 2661 12.25 86.8

FIG. 5. Options for correcting for an increased SRC length
in ET-HF. Parameters were found by numerically optimising
to give the minimum beamsplitter power possible, without
decreasing sensitivity relative to ET-D. Compared to the un-
corrected curves in Figure 2, we no longer see a decrease in
sensitivity at high frequency with increasing Lsrc, at the cost
of increased power on the central beamsplitter—the minimum
power required to keep below the original curve scales slightly
less than linearly with SRC length. It is noteworthy that SRM
transmissivity places a physical limit on how much γs can be
increased for a given value of Lsrc. For Lsrc > 1000 m, this
would start to constrain the design more strictly. It is also
notable that the scaling relations from Equation (2) do not
hold over the whole range of lengths shown; for Lsrc = 1000 m,
the required mirror transmissivities are much lower than one
would expect.
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FIG. 6. Scaling of quantum-noise limited sensitivity with
power incident on the central beamsplitter for a fixed SRC
length of 100 m in ET-HF. For future high-power detector de-
signs with significant SRC lengths, we can consider the trade-
off between slightly reduced sensitivity due to quantum noise
at high frequency, and increased noise due to thermal effects
when compensating for SRC length.

down to 1 km for ET-LF, and 300 m for ET-HF. The
performance of filter cavities is determined by their loss
per unit length [9], and this reduction in length will lead
to a corresponding increase in squeezing loss in the fil-
ter cavities. In practice, the optical loss will be deter-
mined by the detailed properties of the optical surface
and the beam radius [20], the minimum value of which is
dependent on cavity length. A simple extrapolation from
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FIG. 7. Effect of increasing Lsrc on ET-LF, without changing
any other interferometer parameters. We see that even for
Lsrc = 1 km, the reduction in sensitivity is only 2 % at 30 Hz,
and for a realistic length of 100 m, the effect is on the order
of 0.1 %.

other experiments would suggest the following optical
losses are achievable with current technology and tech-
niques for the different filter cavity lengths [12]: 30 ppm
@ 300 m, 40 ppm @ 1 km and 75 ppm @ 10 km. Through-
out this section, we do not attempt to predict detailed
optical losses, but provide quantum-noise limited sensi-
tivity curves for a range of possible round-trip filter cavity
power losses.

A. ET-HF

For ET-HF in its tuned, broadband configuration, only
one filter cavity is required. In this case, an analytical
solution for the optimal filter cavity detuning and band-
width is given in [21, Equations (31, 33, 49, 50 & 53)]
as

∆ωfc =
√

1− εγfc, (3)

γfc =

√
2

(2− ε)
√

1− ε
ΩSQL

2
, (4)

where ε =
4

2 +

√
2 + 2

√
1 +

(
2ΩSQL

fFSRΛ2
rt

)4

(5)

and ΩSQL '
tsrm

1 + rsrm

8

c

√
Parmω0

mTitm
. (6)

Here, fFSR is the free spectral range of the filter cavity,
Λ2

rt is the round-trip power loss in the filter cavity, tsrm &
rsrm are the amplitude transmissivity and reflectivity of
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FIG. 8. The effect of filter cavity loss on ET-HF, with Lfc =
300 m. For a round-trip loss of 70 ppm, we see an increase
in quantum noise of ' 75 % at 30 Hz, relative to that of ET-
D. However, ET-D is limited by thermal noise around this
frequency, so the overall sensitivity is not affected. As filter
cavity performance is determined by loss per unit length, the
lower loss curves can be used to infer curves for other lengths
e.g. a 700 m filter cavity with 70 ppm round-trip loss would
give the 30 ppm curve shown.

Lfc [m] Tuning [Hz] Half-bandwidth [Hz]

300 -29.9520 5.2305

TABLE I. Optimal filter cavity parameters for ET-HF, with
70 ppm round-trip filter cavity loss.

the signal recycling mirror, Parm is the circulating power
in the arm cavities, ω0 is the carrier frequency, m is the
mass of the test masses, and Titm is the power transmis-
sivity of the input test mass mirror.

Figure 8 shows the effect of loss on ET-HF, with filter
cavity length Lfc = 300 m, and Table I gives the opti-
mal filter cavity parameters according to Equations (3)
and (4). The effect of the increased losses is a reduction in
the quantum-noise limited sensitivity at low frequencies,
especially around 30 Hz. However, in this frequency band
the current ET-HF design is entirely limited by thermal
noise, so the overall sensitivity is not affected. We expect
that upgrades to the interferometers in the long-term in-
frastructure of ET will reduce this thermal noise. Space
for a filter cavity of modest length should therefore al-
ready be allocated in the initial infrastructure.

B. ET-LF

ET-LF operates with a detuned SRM, and thus re-
quires two filter cavities to achieve optimal squeezing.
Unlike in the single filter cavity case, no analytical so-
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FIG. 9. The effect of filter cavity loss on ET-LF, with Lfc =
1 km. For a round-trip loss of 70 ppm, we see an increase in
quantum noise of up to 160 % at 7 Hz, relative to that of ET-
D (75 ppm loss, Lfc = 10 km), and a minimum of 30 % over
the full spectrum below 30 Hz.

Filter Tuning [Hz] Half-bandwidth [Hz]

FC1 25.3574 5.6830
FC2 -6.6366 1.4468

TABLE II. Optimal filter cavity parameters for ET-LF, with
70 ppm round-trip filter cavity loss.

lution exists for multiple lossy filter cavities. A good
approximation is provided by [22, Appendix A], however
this assumes lossless filter cavities. Thus, we start with
this approximation, and then optimise numerically. Fig-
ure 9 shows the effects of losses on ET-LF, with Lfc =
1 km, and Table II gives optimal filter cavity parame-
ters. We see that a reduction in length leads to a much
more stringent requirement for the optical loss to avoid
spoiling the sensitivity at low frequencies around 7 Hz.
The Virgo detector has already demonstrated round-trip
losses of 55± 10 ppm in km-scale cavities [23]. These
optical losses are dominated by deficiencies in the mir-
ror surface quality, and research is ongoing to identify
and mitigate the loss due to light scattering by surface
defects. Using the same technology it should currently
be possible to realise a 1 km long cavity with round-trip
losses of less than 40 ppm. It is reasonable to believe that
in the future we can improve the mirror surface quality
further, to achieve a round trip loss of 20 ppm, with care-
ful use of state-of-the-art technologies and care regarding
polishing, coating, handling and installation.

The main motivation for reducing the filter cavity
lengths in ET-LF is the cost of the infrastructure. There
is a disincentive to use the main 10 km tunnels for the
arm cavities as well as two filter cavities, due to the scal-
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FIG. 10. Comparison of a detuned ET-LF with 2×1 km filter
cavities (solid curves) and a tuned ET-LF with 1×10 km filter
cavity (dotted curves). For a round-trip power loss > 30 ppm,
the tuned system with one filter cavity performs better across
the entire frequency range, especially at high frequencies.

ing of excavation cost with tunnel diameter. Given the
lack of a low-frequency dip for a 1 km filter cavity with
loss & 20 ppm, it is interesting to compare the previous
results to the performance of a tuned SRM for ET-LF
with only one filter cavity. A comparison of this tuned
ET-LF with a single 10 km long filter cavity, and a de-
tuned ET-LF with two 1 km long filter cavities, is shown
in Figure 10. For a round-trip power loss > 30 ppm, the
tuned system with one filter cavity performs better than
the detuned system with two short filter cavities.

The design for the ET-LF filter cavity scheme is more
complex than for ET-HF, and has to include a careful
trade-off between excavation cost, expected optical losses
and practical constraints for arranging the vacuum sys-
tem.

C. Coupled Filter Cavities

The purpose of using filter cavities in the squeezing
path is to replicate the quadrature rotation of the in-
terferometer as seen by the signal light. For a detuned
signal-recycled Michelson such as ET-LF, two separate
rotations are required. Current plans for ET-LF achieve
the desired rotation with two separate filter cavities in
series, with each filter cavity producing a single rotation
around its resonance. As a coupled cavity exhibits two
separate resonances, these two independent filter cavities
could potentially be replaced with a coupled filter cavity.
To investigate this possibility, a model of a coupled fil-
ter cavity was numerically fit to give the same squeezing
angle rotation as the two filter cavities, and then further
optimised to maximise the quantum-noise limited sensi-
tivity from 5–30 Hz.

Figure 11 compares the quantum-noise limited sen-
sitivity of ET-LF for a 20 km coupled filter cavity vs
2× 10 km filter cavities, both with and without losses.
Optimal parameters are given in Table III. There are
a few noteworthy points here. Firstly, from Figure 11,
we can see that the fit was performed successfully, and
as such a coupled filter cavity could in theory be used
in place of two independent cavities in a detuned, dual-
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FIG. 11. Comparison of using two separate 10 km filter cavi-
ties vs. a coupled filter cavity totalling 20 km in ET-LF, both
with lossless mirrors and 37.5 ppm loss per surface. The pa-
rameter with the lowest tolerance is the transmissivity of the
middle mirror; the dash-dotted lines show the coupled cav-
ity with a 10 % increase in the middle mirror transmissivity
from the optimal value, and the other parameters adjusted to
compensate. A coupled filter cavity can be used to replicate
the effects of two independent filter cavities in ET-LF. Per-
haps surprisingly, the performance in the presence of losses is
identical for the same loss per surface.

recycled Michelson such as ET-LF. Additionally, we see
that the scaling of performance with mirror losses is iden-
tical in the coupled and independent cases. We also see
that the performance of the filter cavity at low frequen-
cies (∼7–12 Hz) is fairly sensitive to the middle mirror
transmissivity.

There are a few motivating factors that make the cou-
pled filter cavity design worth further study. When two
individual cavities are used, some extra optics such as
Faraday isolators must be introduced to direct the beam
from one cavity to the next; this is not needed in a cou-
pled filter cavity. Without these extra Faraday isolators
the overall optical loss in the input squeezing path can
be reduced [7], to increase the effective squeezing level
achievable. Additionally, the same considerations for us-
ing a tuned vs. detuned Michelson for ET-LF from Sec-
tion III B apply here: in the case of the coupled cavity
scheme, the total filter cavity length is arranged sequen-
tially in one long vacuum system, whereas the scheme
with two filter cavities requires a shorter but wider space
for two parallel vacuum systems. It should be noted that
a coupled filter cavity of total length 10 km could provide
much better sensitivity than a tuned detector in each of
ET-LF’s ‘dips’. This is shown explicitly in Figure 12.

In summary, a coupled filter cavity could be used in
place of two independent filter cavities. There are two
main advantages to this substitution: the lack of a need
for an extra Faraday isolator results in lower losses in
the squeezing path, and in the case of ET the form fac-
tor of the vacuum system could be advantageous. These
advantages provide motivation for further study.
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Type Transmissivity Tuning [degrees]

Two cavities FC1,in = 4.617× 10−3 FC2,in = 1.210× 10−3 FC1,end = 3.049× 10−1 FC2, end = −7.971× 10−2

Coupled cavity FCin = 5.856× 10−3 FCmid = 3.099× 10−5 FCmid = 2.276× 10−1 FCend = 2.256× 10−1

TABLE III. Optimal filter cavity parameters for ET-LF, for both two filter cavities and a single coupled filter cavity. Each
individual cavity is 10 km long, with 37.5 ppm loss per optic. Note the low transmissivity required for the middle mirror in the
coupled filter cavity. As cavity length decreases, so too does the required value of middle mirror transmissivity.
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FIG. 12. Comparison of a detuned ET-LF with a 10 km total
length coupled filter cavity (solid curves) and a tuned ET-
LF with a single 10 km filter cavity (dotted curves). For all
values of per-surface power loss plotted, the coupled filter
cavity leads to better average sensitivity from ∼4–30 Hz, and
a loss of 20 ppm brings the sensitivity in line with that of
ET-D.

IV. SUMMARY

Practical considerations may motivate the introduc-
tion of longer signal recycling cavities in future detectors,
such as ET. If the length of the SRC is not accounted
for, it can lead to an overestimation of the sensitivity
at high frequencies, as shown in Figure 2. This can be
avoided by considering the SRC-arm system as a cou-
pled cavity, the response of which is described loosely by
a split resonance, with separation frequency ωs and half-
bandwidth γs, as given in Equation (2). We have shown
that the change in the response of a detector due to a
longer SRC can be counteracted by increasing both Titm

& Tsrm. To maintain arm cavity power and thus sensitiv-
ity, we must also increase input power, either directly or
by increasing the PRC gain. Increasing the length of the
SRC, while maintaining sensitivity at high frequencies,
therefore leads to an increase in the power incident on
the central beamsplitter, as shown in Figure 5.

In the specific case of ET-HF, we suggest an SRC
length of 100 m, which would result in a reduction of the
quantum-noise limited sensitivity of only 25 % at 10 kHz
compared to an SRC of negligible length. We further
show how this loss of sensitivity can be compensated for,
at the cost of increased laser power at the beamsplitter.

The scaling of this sensitivity with beamsplitter power
can be seen in Figure 6. For ET-LF, the frequencies at
which the decrease in sensitivity occurs are too high to
be of consequence. Figure 7 shows that for a 100 m SRC,
the reduction in sensitivity at 30 Hz is on the order of
0.1 %.

Constraints such as the size and cost of the un-
derground infrastructure provide motivation for reduc-
ing the length of the filter cavities used for frequency-
dependent squeezing in ET. This has the effect of in-
creasing filter cavity loss per unit length, leading to a re-
duction in performance. For ET-HF, a much shorter filter
cavity of, for example, 300 m has limited consequences,
as thermal noise of the main interferometer remains the
limiting factor in the frequency range affected by filter
cavity losses. In ET-LF, the consequences of reducing the
filter cavity lengths from 10 km to 1 km would be more
severe, giving up to a factor of 2 reduction in quantum-
noise limited sensitivity at 7 Hz for a currently achievable
round-trip optical power loss of 40 ppm. However, with
expected improvements in optical losses such as an in-
crease in mirror surface quality, a significant reduction of
the filter cavity length would be possible. In addition, the
use of a coupled filter cavity in place of two independent
filter cavities for ET-LF was investigated, and found to
perform identically for the same length and per-surface
loss. Combined with the fact that coupled cavities would
use one less Faraday isolator in the injection path, which
further reduces the optical losses, coupled filter cavities
should be studied further.
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